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Abstract
Electronic Health Record (EHR) is being used in most healthcare institutions to preserve and share health records instead
of a paper-based method. Data records must be exchanged amongst various parties and users' privileges to manage access
to their records should also be provided. In addition to the basic standards of secrecy, confidentiality and integrity of
information, these facts further demonstrate the need for interoperability and consumer control to access their personal
data. Electronic Health Record (EHR) system faces issues of protection of data, trust and management issues. In recent
Covid-19 pandemic, various applications, tools and websites were launched that stores records. Also, many personal
records related to health need to be shared among different parties for early detection, contact tracing, monitoring and the
future prediction that requires accurate and reliable data. Simultaneously, the citizens will be hesitant in providing their
personal details due to privacy concerns and social stigma. Blockchain technology has arisen as a powerful technology that
can offer the immutability, confidentiality and user access properties of stored information and provided distributed
storage. This paper analyses the blockchain suitability in EHR and its further applications in efficient Covid-19 pandemic
management
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1. Introduction
Electronic health record (EHR) is a real-time official health record of a patient in a digital version that can be shared easily,
securely, and instantly among different facilities, and the departments. It includes every data required to get the details of
the patient, including medical history, radiology images, diagnoses, medications, immunisation dates, treatment plans,
allergies, laboratory results, etc. It plays a significant role in healthcare because it delivers easy access to health records
used in decision making related to the patient's care. Deficiency of standardisation and regulation of sharing files create
EHR interoperability is an important issue that has to be considered by healthcare providers [1]. The issues of determining
confidentiality and security during information sharing increase the complication in attaining interoperability. [2]. EHRs
and different other Health Information Technology (HIT) organisations are not organised due to low communication
standards throughout distinct EHRs, increased charges of integration, low participation of patients in sharing of data, and
Lack of identification of patient throughout the health information exchanges (HIE) [3].
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A blockchain is defined as a digitised record of the transaction. This technology is titled as blockchains because of its
construction. It contains records of the individuals, known as inter-linked blocks and organised in a solitary list, known as
a chain. Each transaction is appended to the blockchain after authentication by various inter-connected validating nodes[4],
[5]. Blockchain is a particular case of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) [6]. This distributed network of computer nodes
certifies a solitary system could not add invalid or illegal blocks to the specific chain. Whenever a unique block is
supplemented to a blockchain, it is inter-lined with the preceding blocks by using a "cryptographic hash" produced from
the insides of the former block[7], [8]. Blockchain is very much suitable for reliable information sharing in EHR due to its
features of immutability, use of cryptographic functions for secure communication [9][10], [11]. There are various possible
application scenarios of blockchain-based EHR in pandemic management; like contact tracing, data aggregation, data
sharing, lab record management, Covid certificate for infected and recovered persons, and prediction for further progress
infection population and supply chain management for vaccines and other essentials efficiently and reliably.

2. Electronic Health Record (EHR)
In the past, all therapeutic records were documented and reported by using papers and is filed manually. Moreover, these
medical records were retrieved and filed from specifically designed shelves to carry these records' file folders. After the
advent of information technology, things started to revolutionise, and records were converted into a digital medium for
storage and retrieval that gave birth to electronic healthcare records systems [12] [13].
Automated management for the records makes the patient records accessible that can be linked easily to the monitoring
gadgets for recording and interpreting patients' data in the EHR [14]. Rapidly with the growing period, the EHRs started to
use in production and in enormous amounts to maintain the medical data that were found to be effective in doing research
related to epidemiology [14].

3. EHR Requirements
EHR requirements are as follows:
a) Interoperability: Interoperability in EHR is described as the degree to which devices and systems can transfer data
and translate the shared data [15] [16].
b) Privacy and security: security and privacy in the healthcare environment are intended to give patients the authority
to manage their medical records through the provision of authorisations [17] [18].
c) Confidentiality: confidentiality is distinguished from privacy related to the dimension of reliable communication or
contract between providers and the patients. Patient's records need to be held in confidence [18], [19].
d) Access control: Medical information should then be accessible only to authorised healthcare specialists and patients.
Patients should obtain their data and provide control over who can access it [20].
e) Data sharing: exchange of medical records is an essential requirement with the patient's treatment being scattered
over various health care providers; therefore, the data is shared with other medical institutions and government [20].
f) Data Integrity and Availability: integrity implies preserving the efficiency and consistency of the data. In EHR, it leads
to the fact that data has not been damaged by unapproved use [21].

4. Issues in EHR
EHR technology is resolving some issues on one side but further create some issues on another side. It becomes easy to
hack the data if the prior precautions have not been taken. As it is a new way of storing data, staff need proper training to
use it. Electronic health records contain highly crucial and critical patient-related medical data, requiring safe storage,
sharing, retrieval, and scope. To encourage and enhance healthcare facilities' condition, medical knowledge must be
preserved and exchanged routinely by several different shareholders, including physicians, healthcare professionals,
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pharmacies, insurance agencies, and researchers. Overall, individual key data exchange styles require rigorous
confidentiality and accountability requirements during data transfers [22].

5. Blockchain in EHR
Blockchain can modernise the electronic health record exchanges by delivering a secure approach for medical data
exchange of medical data in the field of healthcare productiveness, by safeguarding it through a dispersed peer-to-peer
linkage. The Blockchain approach is proposed to provide sustenance and comfort to the procedure for understanding the
dispersed technology of ledger [23]. Advances in this innovative blockchain technology have steered to provide
transactions in a better way, including insurance billing, health records, and smart contracts. One main advantage of using
blockchain technology in healthcare is that it can include record interoperability, improved patient information access, and
system monitoring spanning a device's entire life cycle in the blockchain substructure. Blockchain can be used along with
other emerging technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT) and Cloud computing for better EHR solutions[24]–[26].
Blockchain will handle the security, reliability, immutability and interoperability features[27]–[29]. Access to health
histories of patients is vital to recommend medicines, with blockchain appropriately. It will be easy to improve the
framework of medical care services radically[30].

6. Blockchain Application in the pandemic situation:
The potential utilisation of the blockchain system to control and mitigate the COVID-19 scenario is discussed and examined
in detail in the following sections.
6.1 Clinical Trial Data Management
Clinical trials should maintain data according to regulations such as records to be open to stakeholders, privacy and record
protection, and immutability [31]. Blockchain technology will enable clinicians and doctors to record health real-time
information and make it available. It improves the accuracy of the information and facilitates the exchange of data and
ensures compliance and offers an audit trail for better privacy and data protection [32][33]
6.2 Vaccine and essential medicine supply chain
Blockchain can efficiently manage the health supply chain, particularly in pandemic situations involving significant global
cross-border transactions. There can be instability in its delivery until the licensed version of the vaccine is available for
sales and marketing. Corrupt practices such as false vaccines, over-pricing, stock accumulating, etc., may be feasible. Using
the blockchain-based medical supply chain, these problems can be handled efficiently [34].
6.3 Contact tracing
Governments and health facilities are active in the patient contact-tracking systems, but the records obtained can be
misused. The use of blockchains will provide consistency and reliability of data. Blockchain networks can track patient
activity and provide real-time updates to areas affected [35]. Further, the records can generate a report for infected and
possible infected population, based on contacts.
6.4 Data Aggregation
Sorting, collecting and acquiring the information needed to track the outbreak, deciphering trends, and administering
experiments are vital resources to respond effectively to the pandemic. Blockchain's ability to verify and retain permanent,
real-time information ensures data integrity [36]. Using a blockchain network provides monitoring and communications
infrastructure to help capture, store and analyse virus dissemination and containment data.
6.5 User Data Privacy
Policymakers and healthcare practitioners need to obtain patient data by patent monitoring and other initiatives for
improved decision-making concurrently, patient privacy and confidentiality issues also need to be discussed. During these
worrying days, a balancing act between record management and user privacy management needs to be carried out to
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improve trust in the system. Blockchain is a potential solution to capture and display patient information, screen patient
procedures, and establish social isolation degrees while preserving privacy.
6.6 Early detection of vulnerable population
Various AI-based triage systems potentially alleviate patient anxiety. The online bot will help understand the initial signs
of early detection and then direct them by preventive measures such as social distancing, hand hygiene, etc. If symptoms
increase, alert users to medical care facilities [37] [39]. Patient information's confidentiality and privacy are of the utmost
importance for the security of their personal and social values. The blockchain-based framework can effectively handle
these security and privacy issues [38].

7. Discussion and Conclusion
EHR is the digital record of the medical history of the patient. It has solved many issues related to data handling
and its security. This paper has reviewed the various EHR requirements, issues with EHR systems, and use of
blockchain to resolve these issues. We have further examined the different possible application scenarios of
blockchain-based EHR in pandemic management; like contact tracing, data aggregation, data sharing, user data privacy,
Covid certificate for infected and recovered persons, prediction for further progress of infection population and supply
chain management for vaccines and other essential commodities efficiently and reliably. Blockchain is a technology that
can be efficiently used to counter the shortcomings of traditional EHR issues and to efficiently and effectively help in
managing the Covid-19 pandemic issue by providing reliable, accurate and secure data storage and exchanges.
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